7:00 – 8:15 AM Registration and Continental Breakfast
8:15 – 8:30 AM Opening Remarks Howard Gefen, General Manager, Energy & Utilities, AWS
10:30 – 10:50 AM Coffee at the AWS Showcase Areas | 2nd and 4th floors
11:35 AM – 12:00 PM AWS Energy Solutions and Innovation Roadmap Sid Bhatnagar, Head of Solutions Energy, AWS
1:30 – 2:00 PM Coffee & Dessert at the AWS Partner Showcase Areas | 2nd and 4th floors
2:00 – 4:00 PM Breakout Sessions
4:15 – 6:00 PM Closing Remarks and Networking Event | Azalea Ballroom

AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS
General Sessions | Azalea Ballroom

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

TRACK 1
Transform Your Core Operations
MAGNOLIA I-III, 2ND FL
2:00 – 2:30 PM How BP Transformed Their Upstream Operations With a Move to the Cloud Amy Xu, Product Manager, Innovation and Engineering, BP plc. | Peter Black, CTO, EnergySys BP | ENERGYSYS
2:45 to 3:15 PM Machine Learning, Satellite Imagery, and Threat Detection: How TC Energy and Slalom Are Building the Next Generation of Remote Monitoring Capabilities Jason Sidds, Director of Product Delivery, TC Energy | Ray Pitts, Senior Director, Slalom TC ENERGY | SLALOM
3:30 to 4:00 PM Increase Reliability and Transform Electric Grid With AWS Song Zhang, R&D Lead/Cloud Cof Lead, ISO New England

TRACK 2
Culture Of Innovation
HIBISCUS, 3RD FL
2:00 – 2:30 PM Case Study: Learn How CNX Is Increasing Plunger Lift Production and Scalability While Reducing Methane Emissions Liz Karam, Head of Production Operations Solutions, AWS | Chris Roberts, Chief Commercial Officer, Ambyint AWS | AMBYINT
2:45 to 3:15 PM Driving Improved Asset Evaluation and Acquisition Decisions Through Secure, Collaborative, Virtual Data Rooms Kay Satter, Associate Director EDM for Energy, S&P Global S&P GLOBAL
3:30 to 4:00 PM Digital Twins in Energy—With a Focus on Asset Digital Twin for Water Management Varun Bindal, Energy Lead in Canada and Global Energy Industry Solutions Lead, Accenture ACCENTURE

TRACK 3
Accelerate Your Energy Transition
WISTERIA I-II, 3RD FL
2:00 – 2:30 PM How Does the Cloud Accelerate the Energy Transition? Kristi Rock, Global VP Customer Success, Power Factors POWER FACTORS
2:45 to 3:15 PM The Digitization of Renewable Energy Kristi Rock, Global VP Customer Success, Power Factors POWER FACTORS
3:30 to 4:00 PM Building a Scalable Data Strategy for Production Analytics Matt Hall, Sr. Manager IT, Hilcorp Energy Company HILCORP | AWS

TRACK 4
Empower Secure Operations
CYPRESS, 4TH FL
2:00 – 2:30 PM Understanding and Addressing Operational Technology Cybersecurity Risks to Accelerate Digital Transformation Ben Miller, VP Services and R&D, Dragos DRAGOS
2:45 to 3:15 PM A Call for a New Approach to Monitoring to Secure the Energy Transition Leo Simonovich, VP & Global Head, Industrial Cyber and Digital Security, Siemens Energy SIEMENS ENERGY
3:30 to 4:00 PM BPX Energy Achieves a 10X Faster Understanding of the Subsurface Faulting by Partnering With Halliburton and AWS Forbes McIntosh, Technical Lead Geophysics, BPX Energy | Steve Amstengel, Domain Owner Geophysics, Halliburton Landmark Software & Services BPX | HALIBURTON

TRACK 5
Technical Workshop
WISTERIA III-IV, 3RD FL
2:00 – 2:15 PM Collecting and Analyzing IoT Data SubUAS
2:30 to 3:45 PM Offshore Inspections with Amphibious Drones Controlled from the Cloud Francisco Jimenez, CEO, SubUAS
3:45 to 4:00 PM Offshore Inspections with Amphibious Drones Controlled from the Cloud Francisco Jimenez, CEO, SubUAS